
Our company is looking for a support services manager. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for support services manager

Lead the integration and optimize the efficiency of well-established
outsourced support resources, best-in-class support technologies, and an
existing team of geographically-dispersed senior analysts
Demonstrate your expertise in the area of ITIL standards and practices, and
their implementation within an established technical support structure
Ensure all processes within the Support Services team are provided
professionally, completely and in a timely manner
Drive the continual optimization of RLHC's hardware purchasing process,
including the enhancements to the end user experience, vendor relationship
management, and the negotiation of pricing and shipping
Coordinate the efforts, services, and lease contracts with business machine
and physical security vendors and providers
Establish a clear and concise reporting strategy for all areas of your
responsibility to provide senior management, department heads, and
franchise owners with accurate service level metrics, and to ensure continual
improvement of service levels
Explore and experiment with bleeding edge communication technologies
Manages activities of team members to ensure delivery of optimal service,
client satisfaction, retention, and profitability
Along with Team Leaders, ensures appropriate distribution of work load to
team personnel, including participation in meetings, webinars, after hours

Example of Support Services Manager Job
Description
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Communicates with clients to evaluate service satisfaction and handle any
escalated management issue that needs special attention

Qualifications for support services manager

Maintains routine and call schedules and makes assignments for24/7
coverage
Sales, retail, ecommerce, or enterprise level social media
experience/moderation preferred
To drive acquisition and replacement of Material handling equipment
workshop tools
To manage key services contract
Post graduate qualification will be an advantage
Minimum 8 years relevant experience (at least 5 years in leadership and/or
management position)


